
  

Network Attacks

Denial of Service and Distributed Denial of Service
    Volumetric – UDP/ICMP floods
    Application Layer
Brute Force Attacks – password cracking
Browser Attacks – man-in-the-browser
Backdoor Attacks – who puts them in?
Botnet Attacks
ARP attacks
Distance Vector Routing Protocol Attacks
Others



  

Network Attacks
Distributed Denial of Service
    Survey by Arbor Network: 38% op security ppl say they
         deal with at least 21 DDoS attacks per month 

    Some attacks generate traffic at over 100Gbps
         largest attack generated 400Gbps

    Cloud service providers can deliver infrastructure as 
         needed by attackers 

    DoS attack: an attempt to make a system or network
         resource unavailable to intended users by clogging
         the networked entry points with traffic or by 
         consuming all the resources the system has to give

    http://www.digitalattackmap.com 

http://www.digitalattackmap.com/


  

Network Attacks
Distributed Denial of Service
    Types
        Volumetric
            Use multiple infected systems, such as a botnet,
            to generate traffic and flood the network layers
            with traffic that appears to be legitimate

            Consumes excessive network bandwidth
            Network operations become sluggish or nonfunctional

            More difficult to mitigate than single source attacks

            UDP floods:
               Random server ports are flooded with UDP packets
               Server checks for apps that do not exist
               Overload: system unable to deal with normal traffic

            ICMP floods:
               Server responds to ping requests from pwned servers
               Server unable to respond to other ICMP requests



  

Network Attacks
Distributed Denial of Service
    Types
        Application Layer
            Disruption via web application packets – e.g. http

            Can be difficult to detect because they mimic human
            behavior

            HTTP GET/POST floods:
               Client requests some action from the server
               Small request can result in a lot of processing
               POST requests are parameterized and need more
                  processing than GET requests
               Many GET requests may automatically be generated
                  when, for example, just visiting a page with pics



  

Network Attacks
Distributed Denial of Service
    Types
        Application Layer
            Low Orbit Ion Cannon (LOIC):
               Open source network stress testing application
               Has been used for DoS and DDoS
               Result of hacker brainstorming on 4chan in 2004
               Plan: create simple/efficient tool for a future cyberwar
               Notable applications:
                  Church of Scientology sites (2008)
                       (remove Tom Cruise interview from the internet)
                  Recording Industry Association of America (2010)
                       (won suit claiming illegal use of copyrighted stuff)
                  Operation Payback (2010) 
                       (companies and orgs that oppose WikiLeaks)
               Can be detected easily – activity shows up in logs
               Firewall rules can stop the attack (filter ICMP & UDP)



  

Network Attacks
Distributed Denial of Service
    Types
        Application Layer
            Low Orbit Ion Cannon (LOIC):
               In retaliation for the shutdown of the file sharing 
               service Megaupload and the arrest of four workers, 
               members of Anonymous launched a DDoS attack 
               upon the websites of Universal Music Group (the 
               company responsible for the lawsuit against 
               Megaupload), the United States Department of 
               Justice, the United States Copyright Office, the 
               FBI, the MPAA, Warner Music Group and the RIAA, 
               as well as HADOPI (French anti-piracy law – now
               repealed), all on the afternoon of January 19, 2012.

              In general, the attack hoped to retaliate against those 
              who Anonymous members believed harmed their 
              digital freedoms.  – from Wikipedia article



  

Network Attacks
Distributed Denial of Service
    Types
        Application Layer
            Low Orbit Ion Cannon (LOIC):
               This is the type of person who uses LOIC

Christopher “Nerdo” Weatherhead  -  sentenced to 18 months in prison for 
attacks on PayPal (10 days downtime), Visa, Mastercard.  Found because
“nerdo” was easy to track.                          



  

Network Attacks
Distributed Denial of Service
    Types
        Application Layer
            Slowloris:
               One machine takes down another machine's web
               server with minimal bandwidth and side-effects on
               unrelated services and ports

               Opens connections to the web server and sends
               partial requests

               Affected servers keep these connections open 
               fill their maximum concurrent connection pool
               eventually deny additional connection attempts 

               Affects web servers using threads per connection
               treads take resources – only so many can be 
               active at one time

               Apache has a module that mitigates the attack 



  

Network Attacks
Distributed Denial of Service
    Types
        Application Layer
            Slowloris mitigation:
               Increase the maximum number of clients that
               the server will allow at any one time.

               Rate limit incoming requests – e.g. limit the 
               maximum Number of connections a single IP
               address is allowed to make, maximum time a
               client is allowed to stay connected. 

               Use a (cloud-based) reverse-proxy – requests can
               be buffered and analyzed before being passed on
               to the destination server.  Slowloris attacks get 
               plenty of time for analysis and can be filtered.



  

Network Attacks
Distributed Denial of Service
    Types
        Application Layer
            Apache Killer:
               Severe vulnerability in Apache web server < 2.2.20

               Allowed attacker to send a request to retrieve URL 
               content in a large number of overlapping "byte ranges" 
               causing the server to run out of usable memory 

               If a file is really big, a command can be sent to 
               break it up into ranges – the problem is the old
               Apache server would allow breaking a tiny file into 
               ranges and that are impossible causing the server
               to crash 



  

Network Attacks
Distributed Denial of Service
    Types
        Application Layer
            Slow Post: post is for high content – server holds
            resources for it – but the bytes are sent slowly - 
            eventually the server runs out of resources and crashes
               



  

Network Attacks
Distributed Denial of Service
    Types
        Application Layer
            Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) Call Flooding:
                Protocol for signaling and controlling communication
                sessions for voice, video telephone calls

                Send large numbers of registration requests in short
                period.  Most servers accept any requests hence
                they can be put out of business 

                Or, register, then flood call requests

                Most servers block flooded call requests on 
                unregistered endpoints, hence the registration
                first step



  

Network Attacks
Distributed Denial of Service
    Types
        Application Layer
            THC-SSL-DOS:
                 Establishing a secure SSL connection requires 15x
                 more processing power on the server than the client

                 The SSL renegotiation feature is exploited to trigger
                 thousands of renegotiations in a short time from
                 just one laptop   

                 The bandwidth of a server is much greater than that
                 of a laptop connection

                 Usual floods won't work from one machine - this does
                 even if the server is on a 30Gbit link

                 Since SSL handshakes are normally infrequent, 
                 Servers are not designed to handle lots of them
               



  

Network Attacks
Distributed Denial of Service
    Types
        State Exhaustion
             Target the connection state tables in web servers, 
             firewalls, and other Internet related components

             Ping of Death:
                 65,536-byte ping packets are fragmented and 
                 sent to a target server as fast as possible

                 Normal ping packets are 84 bytes long with headers

                 Since most systems do not do sanity checks on
                 received ping packets, a buffer overflow usually 
                 results when the target tries to reassemble the 
                 packet from the fragments 

                 If the target attempts to respond to the pings, even 
                 more bandwidth is consumed, eventually causing 
                 the target to crash



  

Network Attacks
Distributed Denial of Service
    Motivation
 

Survey of operations personnel in 2014 who suffered 
DDoS were asked what they thought the reason was



  

Network Attacks
Brute Force Cracking
    A trial-and-error method used to obtain information such 
    as a user password, PIN, encryption key, etc. 

    Automated software generates many consecutive guesses 
    of desired item – depends on some check to verify the
    Item has been acquired

    Example: timing attacks on virtualized systems that employ
                    Deduplication

    Example: password cracking

 
 



  

Network Attacks
Browser
    Man-in-the-Browser
        A proxy trojan planted in a web browser 
        Covertly modifies page content, supports C-and-C, etc.
        Considered the greatest threat to online banking
        Example:
           Customer sees correct transaction information
           Bank sees different account number and amount 

        See: wikipedia page for surprising variants
        https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Maninthebrowser 

        See: SANS white paper for ways this is done
                 https://www.sans.org/readingroom/whitepapers/forensics/paper/35687 

        Summary: JavaScript and Browser Helper Objects
        are exploited

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Man-in-the-browser
https://www.sans.org/reading-room/whitepapers/forensics/paper/35687


  

Network Attacks
Backdoor
    A method or code for bypassing authorization
    Possibilities:
       Attacker has tricked a user into installing malware 
       that can perform administrative operations
       SQL injection – see gauss.ececs.uc.edu/stats
       Intentional placement by manufacturer – say for spying

    Well Known Backdoors:
       Back Orifice by Cult of the Dead Cow hacker collective
       Devised to demonstrate vulnerabilities in Windows 98

       Sercomm DSL hardware backdoor
       Gives root shell, no authentication needed
       “knocking sequence” to a particular port – door opens for
       packet with 0X8888 ethernet type and md5(“DGN1000”)
       payload 

 



  

Network Attacks
Backdoor
    Well Known Backdoors:
       Pirated copies of WordPress plugins
       Created a rogue WordPress user with admin privileges
       Backdoor started with php 'includes' in a legitimate
       function that WordPress loads when it is started 
       Illegal search engine optimization 
       Beware 'freebies' – you don't get something for nothing

       Borland/Inprise Interbase backdoor
       Planted by Borland
       Entry via port 3050, user: politically, password: correct
       Intruder could completely control any Interbase database

 



  

Network Attacks
Backdoor
    Well Known Backdoors:
       Linux backdoors
       Planted by unknown party or parties (usual suspects)
       who broke into the server hosting the kernel source code
       a '==' was changed to a '=' so that instead of checking
       whether a user had root access, root access was given.
       An automatic code audit flagged the change and it was
       removed right away

       A similar attempt added a backdoor to tcpdump with
       command and control via port 1963
       Also planted by breaking into the source server and found
       via automatic code audit – removed before entering the 
       wild



  

Network Attacks
Botnet
    A collection of machines connected to the internet that
    operate in some coordinated way to perform some task

    There are numerous legitimate uses of botnets – search
       engines send out agents to collect information
       See gauss.ececs.uc.edu/stats

    A botnet can be used illegally in many ways (next slide)

    Attacker compromises numerous machines, sets up
    covert channels in all.  Then distributes a command
    for the attack

    Attacker gains control of a machine like this:
       Victim unknowingly downloads attacker's exploit
       Victim visits a compromised website and is fed the exploit
       Victim clicks on an email link to download the exploit



  

Network Attacks
Botnet
    Illegal uses:
        DDoS – coordinated attack resulting in overuse of server
                      resources and/or bandwidth
        Adware – ads show up on a machine without the victim's
                        knowledge or permission, may even replace
                        intended ads
        Spyware – exfiltration of intellectual property, etc.
                          botnet is many company machines
        SPAM – distribution list exploder
        Proxies – used to hide malicious activities, for example
                        points of origin of phishing emails
        Password cracking – plenty of processing power in botnet 
        Recruitment – of new machines into the botnet 



  

Network Attacks

    

Address Resolution Protocol (ARP)
    For resolution of IP addresses to MAC addresses
    In a local area network:
       Host A wants to send a packet to host B through a switch
       A knows the IP address of B, possibly using DNS
       A may not know B's MAC address 
       The packet needs a MAC address to be routed properly
       It can get that MAC address from the IP address
       by broadasting a request of a form similar to this:
          Cisco-Li_26:28:86 ARP  Who has 192.168.1.109?  Tell 192.168.1.1

       It is expected that the host 'owning' the IP address
       will respond with its MAC address using a reply packet
       of a form similar to this:
             Cisco-Li_26:28:86 ARP   192.168.1.109 is at a4:db:30:29:61:c5



  

Network Attacks

    

Address Resolution Protocol (ARP)
    ARP is a stateless protocol

    Network hosts automatically cache ARP replies they see
    regardless of whether they requested them

    Cached ARP entries are overwritten when a new ARP 
    reply packet is received, even if the overwritten one is fresh

    The reply packets are unauthenticated – there is complete
    trust in the response

    Of course, this vulnerability can be exploited by an attacker



  

Network Attacks

    

Address Resolution Protocol (ARP)
    Attack Progression and Analysis
        Attacker sends spoofed ARP replies onto the LAN
        Typically done from a compromised host on the LAN
        or from attacker's machine that is connected to the LAN

        Goal: associate the attacker's host MAC address with 
        the IP address of a target host

        Traffic meant for the target host is sent to the attacker

        Attacker may do any of the following:
           inspect the packets for content and forward to 
              the default gateway to avoid discovery
           modify the data before forwarding it (MIM)
           launch a denial-of-service attack by causing some or 
              all of the packets on the network to be dropped



  

Network Attacks

    

Address Resolution Protocol (ARP)
    Defenses
        A table may be built, in switches and/or in hosts,
        that maps IP address to MAC address, making the
        use of ARP unnecessary

        My Linksys router has a reservation table which can
        be set manually 

        Anyway the table changes only when the DHCP server
        makes an IP address change 

        But, the tables have to be distributed when changed

        If an attempt is made to broadcast a bogus mapping,
        it can be detected and a warning email sent to the target

        Ignore replies that were not generated from a request

       



  

Network Attacks

    

Address Resolution Protocol (ARP)
    For Fun
        Try this:
           arping I wlan0 192.168.1.101

        To maniplulate the arp cache
           arp  - shows the cache

           arp s 192.168.1.101 00:11:22:33:44:55
                   - adds an entry into the cache

        



  

Network Attacks

    

Address Resolution Protocol (ARP)
    Legitimate Use:
        Monitor communications between hosts by updating
        ARP caches to point to the monitor's MAC address

        The monitor then receives all packets, analyzes or
        saves them, then forwards the packets to the intended
        destinations



  

Network Attacks

    

Distance Vector Routing
    Routing table: Given current network topology in which 
    every node is reachable from any other node, each node
    maintains a table containing one line for each destination
    node showing which node a packet should be sent next    

AA

BB

CC

DDEE

FF GG

Destination Cost Next Hop

A 1 A

C 1 C

D 2 C

E 2 A

F 2 A

G 3 A



  

Network Attacks

    

Distance Vector Routing
    Message passing
    Each node knows only neighbors
    Message only has node's info – sent only to neighbors
    Table updated if received message indicates better route
    After a few messages, all nodes know least-cost paths

AA
BB

CC

DDEE

FF GG

Initial cost matrix                                final cost matrix



  

Network Attacks

    

Distance Vector Routing
    Outside Threats: Goal is to divert traffic to hit or miss nodes 
        Break the neighbor relationship
            Place a 'filter' between two nodes to change 
            reported information, even kill the link.
            For example, filter KEEPALIVE messages
               (no KEEPALIVE after, say, 180 sec breaks the connection)

        Replay attack
            Collect routing information by listening. 
            Later, retransmit "obsolete" routing information 
            If accepted, routing paths are changed
        Masquerading
            Masquerade a nonexistent router by attaching to 
            communication link and illegally join the routing 
            protocol domain (via compromised authen system)
        



  

Network Attacks

    

Distance Vector Routing
    Outside Attack: Source Routing
        

Bad Guy

Good Guy

Router

Access List

Bad guy spoofs address of good guy
But return packets will go to good guy and may miss the bad guy
So bad guy enables loose source routing to force a node
(itself) into the return path



  

Network Attacks

    

Distance Vector Routing
    Outside Attack: ICMP Redirect
        

Bad Guy Router

Router Table

Bad guy acts as host, sends ICMP redirect to router
and puts its address into one or more paths.
May be used for DoS (route to nowhere)

Error message sent by router to 
packet sender.   Says something 
in its routing table should be
changed – maybe a wrong route  
or a better one



  

Network Attacks

    

Distance Vector Routing
    Inside Threats: A router is compromised 
        Routes can be added!
        Routes can be removed!  (DoS) 
           



  

Network Attacks

    

Distance Vector Routing
    What helps? 
        Admins can turn off exploitable features like ICMP redirect
        The need for ICMP redirect is reduced by having one
        gateway per host (otherwise the host may use the
        suboptimal gateway and be told to use the other gateway
        next time)
        Authentication of routers can be added
        Integrity and checking of routing messages
        Encryption of routing messages   



  

Network Attacks

    

SSL/TLS Attacks 
    DoS attacks specific to SSL generally involve causing 
    Server overload
        

        After the TCP handshake, there is an SSL handshake
        which involves a lot of computation. If an attacker sends
        garbage, it is processed before closing the connection.
        Since TCP handshake is completed, firewalls cannot
        get involved: they think they are sending legitimate data

        After the SSL handshake, the attacker can request
        renegotiation of the encryption method (if allowed).
        then renegotiation is again requested and so on.

R1, Vers, SessID, CryptoProp

Client Server
R2, Vers, SessID, CryptoAccept, x509

key exchange,  x509 certificate

change cipher spec, finished

finished
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SSL/TLS Attacks
    



  

Network Attacks

    

SSL/TLS Attacks – Encryption plus Integrity  
   Three possibilities:
       Encrypt-then-Authenticate:  (E

K1
{P} || MAC

K2
{E

K1
{P}})

          Provides integrity of Ciphertext. 
          Provides integrity of Plaintext
          MAC provides no info on the Plaintext (b.c. it's encrypted)

       Authenticate-then-Encrypt:  (E
K1

{P || MAC
K2

{P}})

          Does not provide integrity of Ciphertext
          Provides integrity of Plaintext
          MAC provides no info on the plaintext (b.c. it's encrypted)

        Encrypt-and-Authenticate:  (E
K1

{P} || MAC
K2

{P})

          Does not provide integrity of Ciphertext
          Provides integrity of Plaintext
          May reveal info about the plaintext in the MAC
             (if Plaintext messages are repeated, and MACed data 
             does not include a counter)



  

General (Cryptographic Doom) Principle:
  

   If you design a protocol that performs any cryptographic 
   operation on a message before verifying the integrity of 
   the message your protocol inevitably, somehow, is doomed
            Moxie Marlinspike   

   Note: E
K1

{P} || MAC
K2

{P} violates the Crypto Doom Principle

              because E
K1

{P} must be decrypted first to get P then 

              MAC
K2

{P} is computed and compared with the MAC

              value of the packet.  This means the padding validity is
              checked before the Integrity check.

Network Attacks



  

m1            m2            m3            m4            m5            m6

IV               

E               E               E               E               E               E
Secret

⊕

c1             c2            c3            c4            c5            c6

⊕ ⊕ ⊕ ⊕ ⊕

SSL/TLS Attacks – Padding oracle, CBC transmission
   

   Observe:
     1. Message is divided into blocks of equal size

     2. First message block is xored (⊕) with initialization vector (IV) 

     3. Output of ⊕ is encrypted with a shared Secret to get 
         cipher text block (c1 from m1)

     4. Thereafter, previous cipher text block acts like IV

     5. Last block is padded because message length is not multiple
         of block size   

Network Attacks



  

0x050x05 0x050x05

m1            m2            m3            m4            m5            m6

IV               

D               D              D               D              D              D
Secret

⊕

c1             c2            c3            c4            c5            c6

⊕ ⊕ ⊕ ⊕ ⊕

SSL/TLS Attacks – Padding oracle, CBC transmission
   

   Observe:
     1. Padding takes up some bytes in the last Plaintext block (m6)
     2. Value of each pad byte is the number of bytes being added 

         To check padding: get value of last byte, say it is N
         check previous N-1 bytes for value of N
     3.SSL generates padding error if the Plaintext padding is not valid
     4.SSL generates MAC error if padding OK but integrity check fails 

Network Attacks

End of plaintext 0x05

can’t
see

can 
see

MAC



  

m1            m2            m3            m4            m5            m6

IV               

D               D              D               D              D              D
Secret

⊕

c1             c2            c3            c4            c5            c6

⊕ ⊕ ⊕ ⊕ ⊕

SSL/TLS Attacks – Padding oracle, CBC transmission   

   

   Observe:
     5. Attacker assumed to be able to control c5 entry to the xor
     6. Attacker aims to decrypt c6 by crafting a c5
     7. Attacker sets lowest byte of c5 to 0x00, other bytes random
         That will mix up output of decrypted c6 so padding will
         seem to be 0x01 (correct padding only if entry to m6 is 0x01) 
         If padding error, 0x01 is not entry to m6.  Attacker then sets 
         lowest byte to 0x01, repeats until MAC error – then last 
         m6 byte must be 0x01 since that provides correct padding 

Network Attacks

can’t
see

can 
see



  

SSL/TLS Attacks – Padding oracle, CBC transmission
   

   Observe:
     8. Let P

n
 be value of last byte of modified c5 that gives MAC error

         then  I
n
 = P

n
 ⊕ 0x01  and I

n
 = m6

n
 ⊕ c5

n
  

         so m6
n
 = c5

n
 ⊕ P

n
 ⊕ 0x01

         But Attacker knows c5
n
, P

n
 and therefore m6

n

     9. Attacker then gets the next to last byte, 3rd to last ...

Network Attacks

m6
n

Last byte of m6

⊕

I
n

c5
n

Last byte of c5 P
n

0x01

Last byte of c6
decrypted block

Can’t see this

Can’t see this 
but value is known
since no padding 
error when MAC
error is reported

This is known
because attacker
crafted it



  

SSL/TLS Attacks – Padding oracle, CBC transmission
  

   Workaround: make padding error and MAC fail error a single
   error – not a complete solution since timings will indicate which
   of the two errors is raised (authentication takes lots of time).  To
   mitigate the timing problem TLS checks the MAC always.  But
   see the next slide

   Note: There is a TLS extension (RFC 7366) that enables 
   encryptthenauthenticate but this extension is rarely implemented.

   Note: Attacker will have to make many attempts which means it
   has to ask for retries of the same block(s).  The attacker will
   typically inject some javascript into the victim’s browser to do this

   Note: The attack works because the padding is unauthenticated 
   and an attacker can tell the difference between a correct and 
   incorrect guess. 

Network Attacks



  

SSL/TLS Attacks – Padding oracle, CBC transmission
  

   Lucky 13 attack:
      TLS still is vulnerable to a timing oracle attack because
      The HMAC algorithm takes a different amount of time 
      to compute based on how much data is being MAC’d.
      (13 bytes in header + sequence number in packet) 
      So, can’t distinguish padding from MAC error but a 
      faster completion means the same as no padding error

      Mitigation: create a MAC that always takes the same amount
      of time or make the completion time random.

      But Amazon’s s2n implementation is also susceptible (2015)
      to a variant of the timing attack despite attempts to mitigate it 
      in the code, due to an even more obscure pattern in HMAC 
      timing (and they are ahead of others!)
       https://www.theregister.co.uk/2018/08/21/tls_developers_should_ditch_pseudo_constant_time_crypto_processing/ 

      

Network Attacks
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m1            m2            m3            m4            m5            m6

IV               

D               D              D               D              D              D
Secret

⊕

c1             c2            c3            c4            c5            c6
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SSL/TLS Attacks – BEAST (2011)
   

   Assumptions:
     1. An attacker can force a victim to encrypt a plaintext that
         the attacker chooses – perhaps via social engineering
         Victim has installed some javascript in its browser

     2. The IV is the last ciphertext block of the previously
         encrypted message (instead of a randomly chosen
         number) – therefore the attacker knows the value of IV
         for the next message before the next message is sent

Network Attacks



  

m1            m2            m3            m4            m5            m6

IV               

D               D              D               D              D              D
Secret

⊕

c1             c2            c3            c4            c5            c6

⊕ ⊕ ⊕ ⊕ ⊕

SSL/TLS Attacks – BEAST (2011)
   

   Setup example:
     1. Suppose Attacker wants to decrypt c5 and has c5 and c4

     2. Block c5 has sensitive information such as a session ID 
         ex:  GET /index.html HTTP/1.1
                Host: mysite.com
                Cookie : Session=123456 78
                AcceptEncoding: text/html
                AcceptCharset: utf8
 

Network Attacks

Sensitive data starts
at byte 58.  Two bytes
are in c5, six bytes are
in c4 which is identified
by the box enclosing
: … 123456



  

m1            m2            m3            m4            m5            m6

IV               

D               D              D               D              D              D
Secret

⊕

c1             c2            c3            c4            c5            c6

⊕ ⊕ ⊕ ⊕ ⊕

SSL/TLS Attacks – BEAST (2011)
   

   Objective:
     1. Attacker crafts a plaintext block from a guess P as to what
         c5 encrypts, has the Victim encrypt P in such a way
         that the ciphertext produced will be the same as c5
         if and only if m5 is the same as P (the guess)
     

Network Attacks



  

m1            m2            m3            m4            m5            m6

IV               

E               E               E               E               E               E
Secret

⊕

c1             c2            c3            c4            c5            c6

⊕ ⊕ ⊕ ⊕ ⊕

SSL/TLS Attacks – BEAST (2011)
   

   Operation:
      Attacker has seen and saved IV from last transmission
      Attacker guesses that m5 == P
      From above, c5 = Enc

AES
{c4 ⊕ m5}

      Message Attacker forces Victim to send single block in position m1
      Call message in this block M – this must be crafted
      Victim sends c1' = Enc

AES
{M ⊕ IV}

      

Network Attacks
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⊕ ⊕ ⊕ ⊕ ⊕

SSL/TLS Attacks – BEAST (2011)
   

   Operation:
      Attacker has seen and saved IV from last transmission
      Attacker guesses that m5 == P
      From above, c5 = Enc

AES
{c4 ⊕ m5}

      Message Attacker forces Victim to send single block in position m1
      Call message in this block M – this must be crafted
      Victim sends c1' = Enc

AES
{M ⊕ IV}

      Attacker sets M = IV ⊕ c4 ⊕ P
      Hence c1' = Enc

AES
{c4 ⊕ P}
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m1            m2            m3            m4            P            m6

IV               

E               E               E               E               E               E
Secret

⊕

c1             c2            c3            c4            c5            c6

⊕ ⊕ ⊕ ⊕ ⊕

SSL/TLS Attacks – BEAST (2011)
   

   Operation:
                                         Attacker compares c5 with Enc

AES
{c4 ⊕ P}

                                         On match: P == m5
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m1            m2            m3            m4            m5            m6

IV               

E               E               E               E               E               E
Secret

⊕

c1             c2            c3            c4            c5            c6

⊕ ⊕ ⊕ ⊕ ⊕

SSL/TLS Attacks – BEAST (2011)
   

   How to reduce the number of guesses:
      Attacker crafts, for example
               GET /index.jsp HTTP/1.1
                Host: mysite.com
                Cookie:  Session=1234567 8
                AcceptEncoding: text/html
                AcceptCharset: utf8

      Which slides the message to the left by one so that c5 has
      just one unknown character – only 256 guesses will be needed
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SSL/TLS Attacks – BEAST (2011)
   CBC Rule violation:
       As long as you use a secure block cipher, and 
       as long as you generate a new, random IV for 
       each message, CBC is very secure against 
       eavesdroppers — even when the adversary can 
       obtain the encryption of chosen plaintexts

    Proved in “A Concrete Security Treatment of 
    Symmetric Encryption,” by Bellare et.al., 2000
    http://web.cs.ucdavis.edu/~rogaway/papers/symenc.pdf

    For a while after BEAST was discovered SSL relied on
    stream cipher RC4 

    Then CBC was changed to require random IVs
    and CTR mode was added 
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SSL/TLS Attacks – Bar Mitzvah attack (2001)
   Exploiting a then 13 year old weakness in RC4:
     Does not require a man-in-the-middle, just eavesdropping
     RC4 is a stream (non-cbc) cipher – key is used once
     But is well known to have vulnerabilities 
     Most browsers still support RC4, many servers too
     About 30% of sessions use RC4
     Reason: speed
     But there are lots of weak keys

00 00 00 ...    Weak 01 FF 00 ...    Weak
(510 non-weak keys) (254 non-weak keys)
FF 01 00 ...    Weak … 00 00 01 ...    Weak
(254 non-weak keys) (510 non-weak keys)
FE 02 00 ...    Weak FF 01 01 ...    Weak
(254 non-weak keys)
FD 03 00 ...    Weak

            https://www.blackhat.com/docs/asia-15/materials/asia-15-Mantin-Bar-Mitzvah-Attack-Breaking-SSL-With-13-Year-Old-RC4-Weakness-wp.pdf 
            https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Galois/Counter_Mode    ← use this!     https://localhost:8834 
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SSL/TLS Attacks – RC4 NOMORE (2015)
   Numerous Occurrence MOnitoring & Recovery Exploit:
      Attacker can decrypt normally protected web cookies

      Exploits correlations between successive bytes in the
      keystream

      JavaScript is injected into the victim's browser via
      social engineering

      Victim can be forced to send encrypted plaintext chosen
      by the attacker

      A 16 byte cookie can be decrypted with 94% probability
      in 75 hours assuming 4500 messages per second
      Total messages needed: 9*227  

      https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d8MtmKrXlKQ 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d8MtmKrXlKQ


  

SSL/TLS Attacks – FREAK (disc. 2015 – vuln. for years)
   Factoring Attack on RSA Export Keys:
       Attackers can force clients to use older, weaker 
       encryption a.k.a. export-grade key (512-bit RSA key)

       1990s: US government attempts to regulate the export 
       of products utilizing "strong" encryption – devices were 
       loaded with weaker "export-grade" encryption before 
       being shipped out of the country.

       Max key length of 512 bits for "export-grade" encrypto
       New US export laws: 128-byte ciphers could be added
        https://www.ibm.com/support/knowledgecenter/en/SSLTBW_2.1.0/com.ibm.zos.v2r1.icha700/keysizec.htm 

       But "export-grade" crypto support was never removed 
       Exploited by attackers to decode a website’s private key
       and decrypt passwords, login cookies, and other sensitive
       information from HTTPS connections.
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SSL/TLS Attacks – FREAK (disc. 2015 – vuln. for years)
   Factoring Attack on RSA Export Keys:
       

Client chooses random number S (pre-master secret)
     encrypts it with server's public key (Server{S}) sends it

Client & Server compute master key as K = f (S,R1,R2) 
Create secret keys for integrity, encryption, initialization vector

OpenSSL bug:  Attacker can make an invalid certificate appear 
as if it belongs to a trusted Certificate Authority and issue forged 
certificates for any website (checks to prevent this can be bypassed)

Network Attacks

Client
f

Server
f

R1, Vers, SessID, CryptoProp

R2, Vers, SessID, CryptoAccept

X.509 Certificate(s)

              Server{S}



  

SSL/TLS Attacks – FREAK (disc. 2015 – vuln. for years)
   Factoring Attack on RSA Export Keys:
     The good-guy's crypto choice: standard 'RSA' ciphersuite

     MiM attacker changes this choice: 'export RSA' ciphersuite

     MiM sends export choice to server    

     The server responds with a 512-bit export RSA key, 
           signed with its long-term key

    The good-guy accepts the weak key due to the 
           OpenSSL/Secure Transport bug

    MiM factors the RSA modulus to recover the decryption key

    When the client sends the encrypted 'pre-master secret'  
    the attacker decrypts it to recover the TLS 'master secret'

    The attacker can inject anything it wants
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SSL/TLS Attacks – CRIME attack (2012)
   Compression Ratio Info-leak Made Easy:
     A practical attack against how TLS is used in browsers

     Allows an attacker to recover web cookies and 
     thereby perform session hijacking attacks

     Attacker needs the ability to repeatedly inject predictable 
     data while monitoring the resulting encrypted traffic

     Thus Attacker must observe network traffic and 
     manipulate the victim’s browser to submit requests 
     to the target site

     Server and Client must support compression of the 
     request before encryption

     Upshot: If someone can repeatedly inject and mix arbitrary 
     content with some sensitive and relatively predictable data, 
     and observe the resulting encrypted stream, then they 
     will be able to extract the unknown data from it
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SSL/TLS Attacks – CRIME attack (2012)
   Compression Ratio Info-leak Made Easy:
     Attacker observes size of ciphertext sent by browser 
     Attacker causes browser to make multiple crafted web 
     connections to the server 

     Attacker observes the change in size of the compressed 
     request payload (contains both the cookie and variable 
     content created by the attacker)  

     Reduced compressed content means some part of the 
     injected content matches some part of the source, which 
     includes the cookie

     Divide and conquer is then used to home in on the cookie

     A consequence of particular TLS compression algorithms
     SPDY and DEFLATE 
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Other Attacks 
      IP Fragmentation: IP packets can be 65536 bytes
         but frames are 1500 bytes max. Since TCP info 
         is only in the packet header, an attacker can modify 
         the flags field to “More Fragments” and the fragment 
         offset field to force an overrun

      DNS Hijacking: compromise a trusted DNS with malware

      Bugs in Applications: openssl heartbleed

      Bugs in the OS: much more serious - shellshock 
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